**COUNTRY: INDONESIA**
**MINISTRY OF RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY, AND HIGHER EDUCATION (MORTHE)**

Indonesia applicants are advised to check website [http://simlitabmas.ristekdikti.go.id](http://simlitabmas.ristekdikti.go.id) to checking SEA_EU_JFS Call link. The Indonesian applicant must meet condition in accordance to simlitabmas guidelines XII edition. For administrations purpose, the selected Indonesian applicant must submit proposal through simlitabmas.

**Eligibility**

Research proposals may be submitted by:
- University researcher as PI

This call will fund partnerships between SEA_EU_JFS and Indonesia based researchers working in the area of Integrated Water Resource Management and Nano technologies of relevance to Indonesia at 3rd JFS call (S &T).

For support under this call, applicants must be eligible to apply for funding from their respective country’s funding agency:
- Indonesian Principal Investigators (PI) must have conditions in accordance with the guideline XII edition, especially in scheme of “Riset Dasar” and “Riset Terapan” which can be downloaded on simlitabmas (link above)
- Applicants must be Indonesian citizens and hold a permanent or fixed-term contract in an eligible university or research institute in Indonesia.
- Contact between the Indonesian PI and SEA_EU_JFS PI prior to the application is essential. This contact should lead to a clearly defined and mutually beneficial research project proposal.
- Applications only be accepted from PI in University. The Indonesian PI MUST be from Higher Education Institutions/University. Other research Institutions may join the project as Co PI.
- Applicants must be competent in oral and written English.
- The Indonesian applicant’s employing organisation must be willing to agree to administer the grant.

Further eligibility details can be found in the scheme specific guidance document. PI may only submit one application to this scheme as Principal Investigator, but may be involved in more applications if listed as a Co-Investigator.

Ministry Of Research, Technology and Higher Education (MORTHE/ RISTEKDIKTI) will not cover PhD studentships (doctoral programmes) or requests for capital items.

**Funding modalities**

Propose budget submitted must be related to Minister of Finance Regulation, for both fields of Integrated Water Resource Management and Nano technologies have maximum budget are 400,000,000 IDR at year (standard of special cost and standard of input cost). The awardee selected proposed funding will be subject to assessment by RISTEKDIKTI reviewer base on Minister of Finance Regulation prevailing.

- **Personnel Costs**
  Costs for student research assistants can be covered if their work is clearly related to the research project, by referring to the Regulation of the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia, specifically the “Standar Biaya Masukan (Standard of input cost)”.

- **Mobility of Indonesian and foreign researcher and experts**
For Indonesian researcher to country of research partner:
- Flight to and from destination: economy class flight
- Visa costs
- Transfer to and from the airport
- Daily allowance (the amount depends on the destination, check standard of input cost)
- Insurance fees

For Foreign researcher:
Our research grant is restricted with Indonesian Financial regulation that limit the use for Indonesian researcher only.

- **Equipment**
  Indonesian grant can not be use for equipment.

- **Scientific events and project meetings in Indonesia or country of research partner**
  - Room rent
  - Catering
  - Other cost necessary for the implementation
  - Publications
  - Travel costs and accommodation for external experts based on the regulation above
  - The costs for the event have to be requested by the project partner in the hosting country

## Submission

For more information, please contact:

**Name and contact of National Contact Point, e.g.**

Mr. Adhi Indra Hermanu
Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education (MORTHE / RISTEKDIKTI)
BPPT 2nd Building, 19th floor.
MH. Thamrin No. 8, Central Jakarta
manoe@ristekdikti.go.id
+62 878 8444 3878